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q08or INTRODUCTION

o
f the arithmetic mean o
f

the squares o
f

the d
e

viations o
f

the various observations from the
arithmetic mean o

f the whole .

Nine generally known systems of navigation are
briefly described and comments made a

s

to their
advantages and disadvantages . Technical character
istics of the systems are listed , together with
consideration o

f their range and accuracy . The ef
fect on the performance of the systems o

f propa
gation and atmospheric phenomena are indicated ,

and the mechanical characteristics o
f

both air
borne and ground equipment are given , together

with cost figures and availability .

Let ui , u2 , . . . Un represent observations where the
total number is n , and M be the arithmetic mean
given b

y

ui + uz . . . un

n

| Then the Standard Deviation isTwo specific factors , accuracy and cost , a
s given

in this report , require special comment . Figures on

system accuracy and reliability are not completely
available for any one system , and more information

is available o
n

one system than o
n the others .

6 = 1 ( u
z - M ) 2 + ( u2 - M ) 2 + . . .

( n - 1 )

Assuming a normal distribution o
f

random phe
nomena , the Gaussian Law , the relationship of
Standard Deviation with probability is as follows :

Accuracy

5
0
% probability

67 %
9
5
%
9
9
%

0 .67 x Standard Deviation

1 . 0
0
x "

1 . 9
6

x

2 . 5
8
x

Navigation systems define lines of position over
the surface o

f

the earth . The intersection o
f

two

or more of these lines o
f position will provide a

fix . The accuracy o
f the fix is a function of the

accuracy and stability o
f

each line of position

( LOP ) , and the angle with which the lines o
f posi

tion intersect , angle o
f

cut . A
s

the angle o
f cut

is a simple geometric problem , the only variable
for any given point is in the stability o

f

the
LOP . As is well known , the stability o

f

the LOP is

subject to many factors which are variable with
respect to time . Therefore , it is necessary to

evaluate and express these factors in respect to

time . Thus , the final values of accuracy of LOP or

Fix , when expressed o
n the basis o
f probability ,

give a
n interpretable value o
f its reliability .

In summarizing the total error due to various
components o

f error , it is usually assumed that
the various components will be random in phase ;

therefore , they are summarized as the square root

o
f

the sum o
f

the squares o
f

each component .

In evaluating the error in the measured fix , the
geometry o

f

the problem is considered and the
error from true position is designated a

s

the ra

dial error . The relationship between probability
and radial error is given in terms o

f
a spread o
r

band o
f probability , asThe component errors in a line of position may be

systematic o
r

random in nature . Systematic errors
are those which are associated with the perform
ance o

r alignment o
f

the equipment and the radi
ating characteristic o

f

the site . These errors can
be calculated or measured and compensating allow
ances in design o

r adjustment made . Those that are
not generally compensated out o

f

the system can be
calibrated and eliminated in the charts . There
fore , they may b

e generally ignored in evaluating
the accuracy of a navigation system .
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=
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The random errors o
f
a system are caused b
y fac

tors which vary with time depending o
n changing

service conditions , variable radiation parameters ,

variable conditions o
f propagation , and inaccurate

observation by the user . Since these factors are
random , they cannot be given exact values but must
be observed over long periods o

f

time in order to

include all possible variations o
f conditions and

must be expressed statistically ; that is , by stat
ing the probability that a given figure will not
be exceeded .

A
n acceptable general measure o
f accuracy at any
point is radial error based o

n
a 9
5
% probability .

This 9
5
% radial error is interpreted to mean the

error of the indicated fix , which is radially
distant in excess o

f

the stated amount from the
true position for only 5 % of a large number of

random distributed observations . For purposes of

navigation system requirements and evaluations , a

statistical value o
f

9
5
% reliability is considered

realistic , subject to proper interpretation . A

system which gives fix information within its ca

pability o
n

9
5
% o
f

the attempts by the user is

meeting the desired requirement . However , in the
interpretation o

f

a reliability figure , the ele
ment o

f

time duration must be considered . In gen
eral , it is considered that a user of a system
should not be deprived of service due to equipment

o
r propagation outages for more than one hour a
t

a time . However , this requirement will be most
The key to the use o

f

the probability factor is

the Standard Deviation . This is the square root
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difficult to meet during the summer afternoons of I to a report of this scope are as follows :
the worst two or three years of the eleven -year
sunspot cycle . If a 5% outage occurs continuously ( 1) Degree of isolation ( this will affect the
over a period of 100 hours , the user would be number of required personnel , living quar
without an aid for a period of five hours . Under ters , power supply , supply storage , local
this condition the system would fail to provide : facilities , even medical facilities , trans
the required degree of reliability . portation requirements , water supply , and

communications ) .
As a more extreme example of this condition , con
sider the reliability of a high - powered beacon in ( 2) Climate ( this will affect building type ,
the area where nighttime sky wave contamination medical requirements , and supply storage
occurs . In this area the maximum possible relia facilities ) .
bility , without any consideration of the effect of
noise and daytime propagation factors , would be of ( 3) Planned life of station . '
the order of percentage of daylight time to total
time . ( 4) Personnel requirements ( this will vary with

the types of navigational systems and depend
In examining the comments on accuracy in the vari . on location , technical ability , personnel ,
ous papers submitted , it should be noted that com and the amount of watch standing and main
plete evaluation of all factors of error are not tenance required ) .
complete for any system , and that in many cases ,
the values for accuracy given are not much better Degree of emergency preparedness (as the per
than calibrations of the ground equipment . With : centage of on -air - time is increased , the num
the exception of work done with Loran , Consol , and ber of standby equipments must be increased ;
Decca , Long period measurements and evaluation of this entails more elaborate switching equip
the propagation errors have not been made . Fur ment , etc . ) .
thermore , only in the case of the Loran and Consol
systems have elaborate evaluations been made of Number of stations in a chain . In the case of
the reading errors . Generally , it can be safely the Loran system , additional coverage can be
stated that reliable figures of system accuracy obtained by the extension of a chain at less
are very meager because of the difficulty of the cost than by starting a new chain .
problem of obtaining the necessary data .

( 7) Percentage of fixed coverage required in an
Cost area ; the accuracy requirements of the fixes

and the day and night coverage requirements .
In attempting to set down a figure for cost of the
system , it is only possible to cite values which In the following attachments , in some cases only

are generally found to hold in the area of general the basic equipment cost is given for the country
experience with that equipment. It will be very in which it is manufactured . Cost will vary be
difficult from the information given to evaluate tween countries and will vary in time in one
the relative cost between systems . The factors country depending on the economic situation at
which cannot be properly evaluated and entered in - | that particular time .

(5)

(6)



Chapter 1. - STANDARD LORAN
from the master station . The time difference be
tween the reception of a master pulse and the
corresponding slave pulse establishes the line of
position .

Loran is a system of position finding on the sea
or in the air , by reception of radio signals from
transmitting stations of known position . The name
is a term derived by combining the first two let
ters of Long, the first two letters of Range and
the first letter of Navigation . As its name im
plies , the system is intended to furnish reliable
positions to navigators at great distances from
the transmitting stations . All references to Loran
in this report , though sometimes applicable as
well to LF (low frequency ) Loran , specifically
apply to the system of Standard Loran .

The line joining the two transmitters is called
the "base line " and its perpendicular bisector is
called the "center line " . If both master and slave
pulses were transmitted simultaneously , they would
be received simultaneously on the center line , and
the corresponding time difference would be zero .
On either side of the center line the pulse from
the nearer station would arrive first . The farther
the receiver was removed from the center line , the
greater would be the time difference between re
ception of the two pulses . On the "base line ex
tensions , " the interval would reach a maximum .

Loran operates in the frequency band from 1800 Kc
to 2000 Kc . The two assigned center frequencies
are 1850 Kc and 1950 Kc . This is the region of the
radio spectrum just above the radio broadcast
band . The use of Loran is not limited to its
ground wave range since the ionosphere reflected
waves may also be used . With present techniques ,
the ground waves may be used to distances of 700
to 900 nautical miles in the daytime and the sky
waves may be used up to about 1400 nautical miles
at night . The transmissions consist of a series of
precisely controlled pulses from each transmitter .

In the actual Loran system the master and slave
pulses are not transmitted simultaneously . Each
slave pulse is delayed by a carefully controlled
amount so that the corresponding master pulse is
always received first . This eliminates any ambi
guity in identifying the pulses and gives time
differences which increase continually from a
minimum value at the slave station to a maximum at
the master station .The operation of the Loran system can be summa

rized in the following five steps :

( 1) RadyRadio signals consisting of short pulses are
broadcast from a pair of special shore -based
transmitting stations .

A given value of time difference can be observed
at a series of points which form a Loran line of
position ; each Loran line of position is a hyper
bola having the transmitters as focal points .

These signals are received aboard ship on a
specially designed radio receiver .

( 3) The difference in time of arrival of the sig
nals from the two stations is measured on a
Loran indicator .

This measured time difference is utilized to
determine directly from special tables or
charts a line of position of the earth ' s sur
face .

The lines of constant time difference for each
pair of stations are all precomputed taking into
account curvature and eccentricity of the earth
and other factors , and are made available to the
navigator in the form of Loran tables or Loran
charts . Therefore , the navigator need not concern
himself with the detailed theory of the method of
establishing the time difference at the stations ,
or the calculations of the lines . He has merely
to follow a methodical measuring procedure aboard
his ship or plane , then go directly to the charts
or tables and interpolate between plotted or
tabulated lines of position to determine the ex
act line corresponding to the measured time dif
ference . The measuring procedures vary with the
Loran equipment used and are given in the various
equipment instruction books .

( 5 ) Two or more lines of position , determined
from two or more pairs of transmitting sta
tions , are crossed to obtain a Loran fix .

Thus Loran is entirely different from radio direc
tion finding systems , for it measures difference
in time of arrival of racio waves rather than di
rection of arrival .

Loran shore transmitting stations are usually
arranged so that the two stations are separated
by 200 to 400 nautical miles , but under certain
geographical situations the separation may be as
little as 100 miles or as much as about 700 miles .

Operation of Loran involves measuring to a micro
second the time interval between the reception of
the pulses from two transmitting stations . One
transmitter of a Loran pair emits a number of uni
formly spaced pulses each second ; this station is
known as the "master station " . Several hundred
miles away a second transmitter , at the "slave
station " , emits a corresponding series of pulses
which are kept accurately synchronized with those

Loran stations are located so that signals from
two or more pairs of stations may be received in
certain areas , and thus a Loran fix is obtained
by crossing two or more lines of position . In or
der to economize on station installations , one
station is often made common to two pairs . Usu
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ally , the master station is common to both pairs
and is double -pulsed , the slaves then being sin
gle -pulsed . However , there are a number of Loran
pairs in operation with both the master and slave
stations double -pulsed . Double -pulsed stations
send out two entirely distinct sets of pulses ,
one set paired with the pulses from each adjacent
station . Therefore , from an operating viewpoint ,
a double - pulsed station can be considered as two
separate stations at the same location .

The range of Loran stations , the type of signal
received , and the accuracy of the resulting time
difference measurement are affected by the path
over which the radio waves travel . A portion of
the radio energy travels out from the trans
mitters parallel to the surface of the earth . This
is known as the ground wave . Another portion of
the radio energy travels upward and outward , en
counters electrified layers of the atmosphere
( known as the ionosphere ) , and , if conditions are
favorable , is reflected back to the receiver . Re
flections from the ionosphere are known as sky
waves .

a number of pairs of Loran stations are operated
on the same channel , but each pair transmits as a
different pulse recurrence rate . Signals from all
Loran stations on the same channel appear on the
scope screen , provided the instrument is within
range of the stations , but these signals drift
across the screen at varying speeds . The operator
can select a pair of stations by means of switches
which make the sweep -recurrence rate of the in
dicator the same as the pulse recurrence rate of
the desired Loran pair . These signals will then
be stationary , while signals from other pairs
drift across the screen and can be ignored .
Each pair of Loran stations is given a three
character identification symbol : The first
character is the channel , the second the basic
pulse recurrence rate , and the third the
specific pulse recurrence rate . These sym
bols are used in Loran tables and on Loran
charts .

Since the ground wave path and the various sky
wave paths are of different lengths , a single
transmitted pulse may be received as a series or
train of pulses . As the ground wave path is
shortest , the ground wave , if received , will al
ways be the first pulse in a train . The one -hop
E- layer reflected pulse is next and secondary
pulses (multiple -hop - E - layer and all F - layer re
flections ) follow .

The accuracy of Loran depends in part upon the
transmitting stations keeping their signals cor
rectly timed or synchronized . When , because of
transmitter trouble or other technical difficul
ties , correct synchronization cannot be main
tained , a distinctive signal known as "blinking "
is sent out . Blinking consists of a shift of the
signal to the right about 1, 000 microseconds and
back at intervals of about one second . A time
difference reading should not be made when the
signals are blinking because the timing of the
transmitted signals may not be correct . If the
error in synchronization exceeds the tolerable
limit , one or both stations will blink their sig
nals .

This ability to separate the ground and sky wave
components of the signal is a very important fea
ture of the Loran system not possessed by other
long range electronic navigation systems . Other
systems that use the composite ground and sky
waves suffer a degradation of accuracy when even
a small amount of sky wave is present . Loran sep
arates these components and even makes use of the
separate sky wave components for readings at
larger distances .

Blinking is one of the fail - safe features of the
Loran system because the navigator is imediately
made aware of any system errors that may exist .
The visual presentation of the signals on the
cathode ray tube is also a very important fail
safe feature of the Loran system . The visual pre
sentation of the received signals immediately
advises the navigator of the quality of the re
ceived signals and he does not have to blindly rely on rotating dials or aural signals of question
able quality . The visual presentation will often
also indicate when the navigator ' s receiving
equipment is malfunctioning . The fail -safe fea - .
tures mentioned above are provided by the Loran
system to a degree not approached by other long
range electronic navigational aid systems now in
use or proposed .

If no ground wave is received from the stations
of a Loran pair , the two one -hop - E sky waves
should be matched and a sky wave correction ap
plied . The sky wave correction compensates for
the fact that the one -hop - E sky wave path is
longer than the ground wave path . Loran lines of
position in tables and charts are computed on the
assumption that the signals travel via the ground
path . The sky wave correction reduces a sky wave
time difference reading to an equivalent ground
wave time difference reading so that a single sys
tem of lines of position in tables and charts can
be used .

The accuracy of a Loran fix is determined by the
accuracy of the individual lines of position used
to get the fix and by their angles of intersec
tion . The accuracy of an individual line of posi
tion in turn depends upon the following factors :Loran stations do not transmit call letters as

most radio stations do , and identification of
station pairs is entirely by two distinguishing
characteristics : radio frequency channel and pulse
recurrence rate . The Loran receiver has provision
for switching among several pre - tuned radio fre
quency channels on the same principle as a push
button receiver .

( 1) Synchronization of the transmitting stations .

( 2) Skill in matching and identifying signals .

(3) Skill in reading the indicator .
Uncertainty of sky wave correction (when sky
waves are used ) .

(4)

To reduce the number of frequency channels used ,
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(5) Position relative to the transmitting sta
tions . .

(6 ) Accuracy of tables and charts .

4 . Pulse Repetition Rate - -Basic Rates - H 33 1/ 2
pps , L 25 pps , S 20 pps (not presently in use ) .

There are also seven additional specific rates
( making a total of eight ) associated with each
basic rate noted above . The period of each
specific rate differs from the periods of ad
jacent specific rates by 100 microseconds .

With a reasonable signal - to -noise ratio , an ex
perienced operator should be able to match the
received signals and read the indicator within one
microsecond of the correct value . With experience
even extremely weak signals can be matched within
a few microseconds .

5 . Frequency Channels - -1800 - 2000 Kc allocated
band . 1850 and 1950 Kc assigned center fre
quencies .

6 . Bandwidth - -Approximately 40 Kc total band of
emission with new equipment under Atlantic City

definition . Older equipment considerably wider .
Special pulse shopping is used in new equip
ment to reduce bandwidth .

Because the ionosphere , which reflects the sky
waves , does not remain at a constant height above
the earth , the sky wave corrections vary slightly
about the average values tabulated . Sky waves are
most reliable far from the transmitters . At dis
tances of 800 miles or more , carefully made sky
wave readings , with the proper corrections , have
a probable error of two microseconds . At lesser
distances the uncertainty increases , but even at
250 miles from the nearer transmitter of a pair ,
the probable error in skywave reading is about six
microseconds . The convergence of Loran lines near
the transmitters off sets much of the large uncer
tainty in sky wave observations at short ranges .
Consequently , the positional uncertainty resulting
from the use of sky waves remains approximately
constant with distance from the transmitting sta
tions except near the base line extensions .

7. Bandwidth for LOP - -All Loran stations in one
area operate on same RF frequency but use dif
ferent specific pulse repetition rates . There
for bandwidth required is same for one LOP or
a number .

8. Transmitted Power - - 80 - 160 KW Peak depending on

type equipment and whether station is double or
single pulsed . 800 -1000 KW peak where high
power amplifiers have been installed .

9. Present Status - -Operational - - 53 Standard Loran

stations with a book value of about $ 30, 000 , 000
are now being operated throughout the world by

the following countries :
The most favorable position , from the standpoint
of minimum separation between Loran lines of posi
tion , is on the base line between the transmitters .

The most unfavorable positions are adjacent to the
base line extensions where the separation between
the Loran lines can be several nautical miles per
microsecond , even within ground wave range of the
stations .

Country Number of Stations

Canada
Denmark

Iceland
United Kingdom
United States

ru
n
a

Total 5
3

Approximately 5 ,000 military aircraft and
ships , 319 commercial aircraft , and 543 com
mercial ships are equipped with and using the
system at the present time .

· A single observation , or indicator reading , de
notes a line o

f position o
n

the earth and o
n the

navigator ' s chart . Lines of position corresponding

to readings that are multiples o
f twenty micro

seconds ( o
r

some other convenient number ) appear

o
n

Loran charts . In general , the navigator ' s

reading will not coincide with one of these ; he

must draw his line properly interpolated between
the adjacent chart lines and parallel to them .

Observations o
f pulses from other Loran pairs pro

vide intersecting lines of position , as do any
other available LOP ' s from celestial fixes , etc .

B . Distance and Accuracy

Daytime

Ground Waves Night Sky Waves

700 -800

n . miles
Approx . 1400

n . miles

In accordance with accepted practice , lines o
f

position should be advanced o
r

retarded if the in
terval between observations , speed and chart scale
warrant .

1 . Distance over Sea
Water
Accuracy o

f

LOP a
t

distance indicated

( approx . average )

5 n . miles1 . 5 n ,

miles

Approx . 1400

n . miles

2 . Distance over Land 200 -500

(dependent o
n soil n . miles

conductivity and
altitude o

f plane )

Loran navigation charts are published b
y

the

Hydrographic office and the Aeronautical Chart
Service USAF for use aboard aircraft .

A . Iype o
f System

1 . Time difference Hyperbolic System .

2 . Long base line system - - 200 -400 nautical miles
average , few a

s long as 600 - 700 nautical miles .

3 . Pulse Modulation - - 40 microsecond pulse width .

3 . Ground wave daytime range over sea water i
s

increased about 100 to 200 n . miles for those
stations operating with 1000 K

W peak power out
put . Reliability , better S / N ratio and accuracy
are considerably improved within the normal
service range when high power is used .
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Standard receiving antenna consists of 60 '
vertical wire supported by wooden pole .
Solid dielectric 52 ohm coax cable is used for
all transmission lines .

4 . The above data should only be considered as
representative since accuracy of LOP is depend
ent on baseline length , accuracy of station
synchronization , sky wave corrections , user
location in hyperbolic area , accuracy of user
reading and equipment calibration . A 4 micro
second limit error has been assumed for ground ,
wave LOP ' s and a 12 microsecond limit error
assumed on sky wave LOP ' s . Coverage in noise
zone 2 with 100 KW peak radiated power was also
assumed .

6 . Ground Station Costs for New Stations - -

( a) Single - Pulsed Station

Electronic equipment
Generators
Buildings , accessories & misc .

$155,000
12,000
53 ,000

Total $ 2
2
0 , 00
05 . Minimum signal - to -noise ratio - -not less than

about 2 to l with visual manual match - - Auto
matic tracking receiver will track to signal

to -noise ratios of about 1 to 2 or 1 to 3 - - av

erage noise level considered and not intermit
tent noise peaks .

( b ) Double -Pulsed Station

Electronic equipment
Generators
Building , accessories & misc .

$ 213 ,000

1
2 ,000

5
3 ,000

C . Ground Installation $ 278 , 000Total

Annual Station Operating costs

(approximate )

1 . Site - -Plot approximately 600 ft . square will
allow Loran installation including antenna ,

ground system , equipment building and gener
ator building . Communication antenna and build
ings to house personnel may require additional
space .

Personnel salaries
Electronic maintenance
Fuel and supplies
Electrical depreciation
Building and misc . maintenance
Building and misc . depreciation

$ 2
5 , 000

1
1 ,000

5 , 000

8 ,000

2 , 000

2 ,000
Equipment Building - - 50 ' long x 20 ' approxi
mately , single story building . Will house
timers , Loran transmitters and high power
amplifiers , communication equipment if re
quired .

Total $ 5
3 ,000

3 . Major Equipment Required - Single pulsed sta
tion - - 2 timers - - 2 Loran transmitters - - 2 Loran
amplifiers ( if high power station ) - - ) switch
gear . Above provides for complete standby
equipment .

Double pulsed station - - 2 additional timers to

above list .

NOTE :

The above costs are average and typical

o
f

stations within the continental United
States . Electronic equipment and gener
ators are installed in duplicate . Costs

o
f

land , quarters , administrative over
head , and transportation are not included .

7 . Cost per Square Mile o
f

Fix Coverage - -

( a ) General

4 . Line Power Requirements - -Low power station

( 100 K
W peak ) - - 1
5

KVA approximately - - provides

for operation o
f standby equipment o
n test

High power station ( 1000 K
W peak ) - - 3
0

KVA a
p

proximately . Above power requirements include
normal lighting load in equipment building but
do not include load requirements for possible

communication equipment , heating o
r

loads for
personnel buildings .

5 . Antenna Requirements - - ] Loran transmitting a
n

tenna and 1 Loran Receiving antenna . Transmit
ting antennas in use are of three types :

The service area produced by any set o
f

Loran stations is limited by ( 1 ) desired
accuracy o

f

observed readings ; ( 2 ) lim
iting crossing angle for two or more
lines of position making up a fix ; and

( 3 ) signal strength needed for reliable
reception .

Groundwave Service Area with Limiting 5

mile Accuracy 9
5
% o
f

Time

Experience with late model automatic syn
chronizers has shown that Loran slave
transmitters can be held to synchronism
with master transmitters with a standard
deviation o

f
0 . 2
5

microseconds . The
standard deviation o

f

the measuring error
of an observer is about 1 . 0 microseconds .

Therefore the combined standard deviation

o
f
a Loran ground wave reading is 1 .03

microseconds . If the probability is set
at 95 % , the expected maximum error in

reading will be 1 . 96 x 1 . 03 or 2 . 02

( 1 ) ' " T " type wire antenna supported between
two wooden poles 8

0 ' high (most common
antenna used ) ;

( 2 ) 1
1
0
' vertical steel tower ;

( 3 ) 300 ' vertical steel tower . Standard trans
mitting ground system consists of 120 ra
dials 300 ' long .
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line . This variation is approximated by
the following formula :

Probable error in nautical miless
400

baseline in nautical miles
Icono

microseconds . If the permissible maximum
expected error in a Loran line of position
is set at + 5 nautical miles , the limiting
locus of a family of Loran hyperbolas
within which the permissible 5 -mile error
will probably not be exceeded 95% of the
time will be 5 divided by 2 .02 , or 2 .48
nautical miles per microsecond . Since the
standard deviation of 1.03 does not vary
throughout the Loran ground wave fix area ,
this locus will depend entirely on the
geometry of the family of hyperbolas and
will occur at the points where an error of
1 microsecond in readings would result in
an error of + 2 .48 nauticalmiles in the
corresponding lines of position .

Now if the limiting accuracy be set at +
5 miles probable error , the areas excluded
from the skywave coverage where the prob
able error in lines of position is greater
than 5 nautical miles will be those areas
adjacent to each extended baseline bounded
by the lines

0 - Csc- ? b .
In considering the accuracy of a fix , it
is also necessary to take into account
the crossing angles of the lines of posi
tion which compose it . Since it has long
been the rule in celestial navigation to
limit the permissible crossing angle to
15 degrees , this value has been used in
drawing up Loran service areas .

The criteria outlined above may now be
applied to a typical area to determine the
coverage provided . The ground and sky
wave coverage can then be divided into the
costs of the stations to find out the
cost per square mile of Loran ground and
sky wave fix coverage .

( a ) North Atlantic RegionThe final limiting factor in determining
service areas is the signal strength re
quired for reliable reception . For Loran
service areas an empirical figure of 10
microvolts per meter is used as an aver
age value . In calculating the resulting
contour of reliable reception , antenna
efficiencies of 60 %, altitudes of 10 ,000
feet , and poor soil characteristics over
land have been assumed . The validity of
these assumptions has been confirmed by
flight tests over a long period of time .

In the North Atlantic Region from Europe
to Florida 13 Loran stations are now op
erating . While no precise figures are
available for the initial installation
and operating costs of certain of these
stations , particularly of the 9 stations
operated by foreign governments , it seems
reasonable to assume an average individ
ual installation cost of $250 , 000 , in
cluding therein the cost of electronic
equipment in duplicate , generators , an
tenna and ground system , spare parts , and
equipment buildings . An annual operating
cost per station of $50 , 000 , including
salaries of technical and operating per
Sunnel , maintenance , fuel and supplies ,
and depreciation , also appears reasonable .

( c ) Skywave Service Area with 5 -mile Accuracy
50 % of Time .

If the observer is matching skywave sig
nals , his probable error in measurement
will be greater than with groundwave due
to fluctuating signals . However , his
probable error will be less than 2 micro
seconds . The variation of the skywave
transmission delay from the mean value
used to compute skywave corrections will
introduce additional error . This probable
error varies from a maximum of 5 micro
seconds at a distance of 250 miles from a
station down to less than 2 microseconds
near the range limit . Thus , the combined
probable error can be taken to range from
6 microseconds within 300 miles of either
station down to 2 microseconds near the
range limit . Since the regions where the
skywave probable error is high are those
where the hyperbolas are more closely
spaced (factor of geometric precision is
higher ) , the probable (50 %) errors of
line of position are fairly constant
along lines radiating from the center of
the baseline . Those errors , however , vary
with the direction from the baseline b ,
depending upon the cosecant of the angle
e , that the line from mid point of the
baseline to observer makes with the base

Based on the above assumptions , an esti
mated initial cost for all 13 stations
would be $3, 250 , 000 , and their total an
nual operating cost $650 , 000 . Their ground
wave fix service area , consisting of from
two to four lines of position , calculated
according to the criteria outlined in sub
paragraph ( a ) above for an accuracy of
better than 5 nautical miles 95% of the
time , would be about 2, 300 ,000 square

miles . Thus , the initial cost of this
service was about $1. 30 per square mile ,
and its annual operating cost about $0 .26
per square mile of fix coverage . The sky
wave service area calculated according to
the criteria outlined in subparagraph ( a )
above is about 7, 720 , 000 square miles .
The initial cost of this coverage was
about $0 . 42 per square mile , and its an
nual operating cost about $ .0844 per
square mile of fix coverage .

8. Ground Station Personnel Requirements ( per
station )
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(a ) Manual Operation

3 operators (not technically trained ) , i
electronic technician for maintenance ,
and l electronic technician in charge -- a
total of 5 persons per station .

( e)
(b ) Semi - Automatic Operation

APN - 9

( a ) Size - - 23" x 10" x 12 "
( b) Weight - -49 lbs . ( installed )
Power required - - 400 cycles , 115 volt ,
225 watts
Cost - -approximately $1500 new

Maintenance cost - -less than 10% original
cost
Installation - - relatively simple -- small
antenna required
Present design not suitable for cockpit
installation

It is estimated that new receivers with direct
reading and other modifications would cost
$2000 - $2500 .

A continuous tracking receiver has been devel
oped for shipboard installation .

3 electronic technicians for operation
and maintenance , l electronic technician
in charge - -a total of 4 persons per sta
tion .

( g)

9. Airborne Equipment - - the APN -4 and APN - 9 are the
only airborne Loran receivers presently avail
able through surplus or other sources .



Chapter 2 . - LF /MF NON -DIRECTIONAL BEACONS
System Characteristics ments are a reference antenna and a loop type an

tenna .

I . General Description
The airborne equipment can provide auxiliary
services such as marker service when used with
ILS compass locator stations , four - course LF /MF
range reception , weather and air traffic control
communications , and LF tower reception . Its most
useful feature is the homing ability .

A radio beacon system is comprised of a ground

station and an airborne direction finder . The
ground station admits CW or amplitude modulated
radio waves from an antenna system which is usual
ly non -directional . The airborne direction finder
is usually automatic , the output of the receiver
being used to rotate a loop until its plane is at
right angles to the direction of the arrival of
the signal . The instrumentation usually consists
of an RMI ( radio magnetic indicator ) . Controls
are provided to select the following functions :

This system lends itself very well to pilot usage
and presentation is visual for navigation and
aural for identification purposes . Fix informa
tion requires manual tuning and plotting which
consumes most of the fix procurement time and can
require several minutes to complete . Bearings are
subject to 180 degree ambiguity ; however , these
are easily and automatically resolved in all but
the manual left -right indicating and the aural
null types of equipment . In these cases , the
ambiguity can be resolved manually .

( 1 ) Automatic visual bearing indication of the
direction of arrival of radio frequency
energy and simultaneous aural reception of
modulated r - f energy .

( 2 ) Aural reception of r - f energy , using a non
directional antenna .

( 3) Aural recption of r - f energy , using a loop
antenna .

Aural null directional indications of the
arrival of modulated r - f energy with respect
to the aircraft heading , using a loop an
tenna .

(4)

The line of position ( LOP ) information is of a
very low grade because of inaccuracies caused by
night effect , atmospheric noise , and quadrantal
errors . Also to be considered are the errors of
the magnetic compass , deviation , and variation .
Considerable improvement of the system with re
spect to distance range and freedom from noise
errors can be obtained by narrow banding the re
ceiver .Radio beacons are probably the most extensively

used aid to air navigation in service today . They
provide homing and heading service when used
alone and they supply lines of position when uti
lized in conjunction with magnetic compass infor
mation .

Radio beacons , because of the low accuracy of
fixing service , and the limited distance range
for useful line of position information , are not
a contender in the field of truly long distance
over -water navigation . However , the relatively
low cost and the ease of operational use is such
that a gradually expanding utilization is ex
pected in those areas where implementation is
practicable .

The ground installation is very economical and
requires little attention after being placed in
operation . It is generally a conventional CW
transmitter of from 400 watts to 10 kilowatts of
power operating into an antenna of from 150 to
300 feet height , either wire or tower . Site re
quirements primarily are met if a good ground
system and satisfactory earth conductivity exist .
Transmission characteristics over sea water are
very good . Installation on surface craft is fea
sible and at lower powers is a standard practice .
Implementation on a world -wide basis would be im
practical except for homing .

The system is , theoretically , an extremely short
baseline system , the baseline being of the order
of the ratio of the loop antenna diameter to the
wave length of the received radio wave . It is
adaptable to ITU allocations and is presently
being used with an interference -free CW carrier
in the 100 -1750 Kc band . However , the quality ofbearings deteriorates at frequencies above 500
Kc due to polarization errors .

A . Type of System

1. Time difference , or total time system : Time
difference .

2. Baseline length , long , medium , or short : No
baseline dimension inherent in the system . To
obtain a fix LOP ' s can be obtained by use of
relative bearing and magnetic compass infor
mation .

The airborne equipment form factor varies but
usually approximates one ATR size weighing in the
vicinity of 50 - 90 pounds . . The antenna require

3. Dependence on relative amplitudes : Relative am
plitude is not a factor - -at receiver the ampli .
tude must be sufficiently above the threshold
of noise to assure steady loop operation .
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4. Type of modulation : Modulation of the trans
mitter is required for identification purposes
only . Interruption of the carrier to provide
identification is feasible but deteriorates
the navigation information .

C. Pilot utilization : Normally used by the
pilot, although multiple control and indication
is standard installation in many types of air
craft .

D. Adaptability to automatic flight : Suitable for
automatic homing .5 . Presentation :

E . Relation to short range aids : Currently the
most popular and most useful short distance
aid . Integration is very satisfactory .

(b )

F . Is the system fail -safe ? The system is not
entirely fail - safe , although it has fail - safe
features .

G. Applicability to search and rescue : Commonly
used for search and rescue with the SCR -578 ,
AN/ CRT - 3 or surface vessel 500 kc transmitter .
SCR - 578 and AN / CRT - 3 are life raft Gibson Girl
emergency transmitters .

( a) Visual or aural : Presentation is visual
for navigation , aural for identification .

Automatic or manual : Except for manual
tuning , homing information is automatic .
Fix information requires manual tuning
plus plotting . Although automatic plotting
is feasible , it has never found favor be
cause of the complexity , lack of flexibil
ity and inherently low fix of the system .

( c ) Continuous or intermittent : Presentation
is continuous except where the ground fa
cility shares time with another at the
same radio frequency .

( d ) Time to procure fix data , and
(e ) Time to establish position : Approximately
two minutes including plotting . Time to
procure fix data depends upon the differ
ence in angle between the ADF needle
position when resonance is first obtained
and the final needle position when at rest
on the bearing . The needle moves about 25
degrees per second . Plotting and tuning
consumes most of the time . Tuning time
depends on the radio frequencies chosen .

H. Circuit types employed and circuit peculiari
Ties : Conventional CW techniques are employed .

I . Uncertainty in line of position : Line of in
formation is of a very low grade because of
ADF inaccuracies caused by ( 1) night effect ,
( 2) noise bursts , and ( 3) quadrantal error
calibration problems . To which are added the
inaccuracies of magnetic compass ( 1) deviation ,
( 2) variation , and ( 3) northerly turning error .

J . Auxiliary services rendered , if any : Many aux
iliary services are provided .

1 . Marker when used with IL
S

locator

2 . Four - course LF /MF radio range receiver

6 . Ambiguities and how resolved : Ambiguities are
resolved in all but the manual left -right in
dicating and the aural null types of airborne
equipment . These equipments are not used ex
tensively . In each case , however , the operator
can manually resolve the ambiguity of relative
bearing information .

3 . Weather and entertainment receiver . Air Traffic
Control communications receiver o
n

LF tower
frequencies , etc .

K . Compatibility with telecommunications : Is part

o
f

the current telecommunications system .

7 . Limitations o
n

number o
f

users : No limitation

is imposed on the number of users .

8 . Frequency allocation : Any C
W carrier which is

sufficiently interference - free in the band
100 - 1750 kc , Bearings deteriorate due to po
larization at frequencies above 500 kc .

L . Suitability for use to provide lateral separa
tion at comunon altitude in air traffic control :
Suitable for lateral separation in air traffic
control only when used a

s
a homing o
r

LOP de
vice o

n separate ground stations ,

9 . Bandwidth per line o
f position : 3 kc bandwidth

per line o
f position . M . Are homing features provided ? Haming is the

most useful feature .

B . Number o
f

channels and total band for world
wide coverage : Same a

s for Consol , using con
ventional bandwidth C

W receivers ,

N . Special chart requirements : Special charts are
not required .

1 . Adaptability to ITU allocations : Adaptable

to ITU allocations .

0 . Security : Security is lacking except where
ground stations are netted and turned o

n for
short periods at a predetermined and randomly
assigned time schedule which is known only to

the users .

2 . Optimum operating frequency : From a propaga
tion standpoint , 70 kc is the optimum fre
quency , if signal - to -noise ratio is high enough
and loop antenna has enough effective height .

( Based o
n

FTL report o
f

optimum fiequency for a

CW system using a single antenna per transmit
ting station . )

P . Recognizability of meaconing : Meaconing would

in general not be recognizable unless a
n aural

beat note was present .
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Q. Present status : Proposed , Underdevelopment , In
Use , or Accepted ?

miles over poor earth and at 340 miles over
water .

The 'system is in general use and has high ac
ceptance for medium and short distance ser
vice .

3. Coverage with required five -mile accuracy :
Very short range only at the required accuracy .

II . Range , Propagation Characteristics and Ac
curacy

4 . To what extent can coverage be extended to all
airspace ? Not extendable to all airspace be
cause polarization problem restricts range of
usable accuracy and prevents complete over
water coverage .A. Coverage .

B. Propagation Characteristics .
The coverage of an LF /MF beacon will depend on
several factors : Power radiation , noise level ,
receiver band -width , and magnitude of inter
fering sky wave . The signal - to - noise level will
determine the accuracy of measurement and the
time required to rotate the loop antenna from
90 degrees to within some usable approximation
of the true bearing .

1. Ground and /or sky wave : Beacons opera te most
reliably on ground wave . The sky wave produces
higher field intensities than the surface wave
at longer distances , particularly at night ,
and on the lower frequencies during the day .
Sky wave field intensity is subject to diurnal ,
seasonal and irregular variations due to chang
ing properties of the ionosphere . Thus , the
bearing reading of ADF operating on sky wave
is much less reliable than for surface wave .
Low - powered beacons , due to sky wave interfer
ence with the ground wave , do not usually
reach out into the clear sky wave region .
High power beacons radiating more than one
kw of power do have a strong sky wave beyond
the medium distance .

A signal - to -noise level of 6 db is required for
steady readings . A 1,2 to one ratio will give
values which can be averaged . A daytime range
of between 175 and 300 statute miles should be
obtainable with a reasonable degree of service
ability from an MF beacon radiating one kw over
soil of medium conductivity . At the low end of
the assigned frequency band , the antenna ra
diating efficiency is fairly low because of the
short electrical length of the antenna struc
tures which are limited in height due to cost
factors . Many medium - powered beacons operate
into antenna systems with a radiating efficien
cy as low as 5%. In some regional areas the ra
diated power is of the order of 20 watts , which
gives about an approximate range of 75 miles
in summer medium noise levels . A comparison of
the above data will show the large increase in
radiated power required (50 times ) , to increase
the range of a beacon two times .

2, Susceptibility to tilt and polarization errors :
Susceptible to tilt error when multiple an
tennas are used . System is susceptible to hori
zontal polarization . Errors are minimized by
use of vertical polarization .

3. Susceptibility to propagation disturbances :
Not susceptible in the pure ground wave region .
Highly susceptible in the interference zone and
sky wave region .

4 . Susceptibility to precipitation static : Sus
ceptible ; however , reception on loop antenna
only gives some improvement in certain types
of precipitation static .

1. Conditions - -day and night : The range of beacons
for a given accuracy is better by day than by
night due to the freedom from sky wave . As the
frequency decreases , the distance of the usable
direct surface wave increases until at 100 kc
the distance will be about 200 miles for day
time operation .

5 . Minimum signal - to -noise ratio required : For ADF
minimum signal - to - noise about six db for steady
bearings, signal strength 50 mv for steady
bearings under general conditions , well -main
tained ADF provides good operation on 10 to 20
mv /m signal if S /N good enough . Also see dis
cussion above .

The nighttime rated coverage normally lies be
tween the distance of 35 nautical miles and
100 nautical miles , Where noise level imposes
no limitations, the nighttime coverage limit is
determined solely by the incidence of interfer
ence between the sky wave and ground wave , is
independent of the radiated power , and only de
pendent upon ground conductivity and frequency .

6 . Various noise zones : The operation of the sys

tem is derogated by noise , thus requiring
greater field strengths for satisfactory opera
tion . The generally accepted signal strength
level for specification of coverages is 70 mv/m
in noise zones under grade 4, and 120 mv /m in
noise zones of 4 and above .

C. Accuracy

2. Various types of surfaces - - land or sea : Propa
gation over water is better due to higher con
ductivity of the medium . Over water coverage
of ground wave is two times at 200 kc, to 8. 5
times at 1500 kc, that for transmission over
poor earth . Some typical values are as follows :
200 kc , one kw radiated power , field strength
of 70 mv/m at 280 miles over poor earth and at
550 miles over salt water ; 1500 kc , one kw ra
diated power , field strength 70 mv /m at 40

1. General : Very meager data is available on the
accuracy of non -directional beacons . An ac
cepted value for standard deviation which has
not been substantiated is 3 degrees within the
limits of the ground wave cover . This gives
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approximately a 60 line of position accuracy
for 95% of the time . See the discussion above
in paragraph 3 of page 14 .

10 . Usability by all types of air and surface
craft : The equipment is usable by all types
of air and surface craft.

11 . Adaptability to recording and type of record :
Recording by Esterline - Angus type recorder is
straightforward - - although has never been done
except on an experimental basis .

2. Nighttime effect: At night interfering sky wave
introduces hunting in the bearing indication of
varying amplitudes and centering about false
readings of direction of arrival of signal ,
night effect . The amount of hunting will vary
from light when oscillation may be over a to
tal angle of 15° or less - -with bearing ac
curacy within five degrees obtainable , to very
severe where the hunting is through wide angles
and any average bearing taken is useless .

12 : Usefulness to existing craft having present
standard equipment : Is an existing standard
equipment .

13 . Possibility of modifying existing equipment ,
if any : The system can be made narrow band ,
thereby obtaining considerably increased dis
tance range and freedom from those errors
caused by noise .

The severity of night effect will vary from
night to night . The errors in bearing reading
due to night effect increase with frequency
and distance . The time of night at which the
severest interference is experienced will also
depend on frequency and distance .

B. Ground Equipment

3. Effects of terrain , if any : Terrain effects ,
such as reflections off mountains , deteriorate
accuracy by ratio of direct to reflected wave
energy .

1. Size : Very flexible from a simple low - powered
transmitter mounted on a telephone pole to a
50 kw broadcast station . Also , for overwater
short distance homing and over indication
works on five to 15 watt marine ( buoy ) bea
cons .

4 . Instrumental accuracy vs . overall systems ac
curacy : Instrumental accuracy is consistent
with the overall systems accuracy under aver
age good conditions and better than necessary
under deteriorated propagation conditions ,

2 . Weight : Varies from 100 - 200 pounds to several
tons .

III . Equipment Description

3. Power and efficiency : Power reference above ,
Efficiency between five and 60 per cent de
pending on type of antenna and its size in
terms of part of a wave length at the fre
quency of use .A. Airborne

1. Size : One ATR size .

2. Form factor : Form factor varies , but approxi
mates one ATR .

4 . Antenna size and electrical characteristics :
Varies from simple wire on top - loaded mast to
a typical Blaw - Knox radiator such as used at
WSM or WLW ranging from 350 feet to 700 feet
in height .

3. Weight : 50 - 90 pounds .

4 . Power requirements : 120 watts .

Type and size of site required for complete
installation : From no appreciable site , such
as the case of a marine buoy or transmitter
on a pole , to several acres with large antenna
and many long ground radial wires extending
from the base of the antenna .

5 . Complexity and criticalness : Not considered
complex or critical .

6 . Antenna characteristics ; electrical and aero
dynamic :

a . Reference : Ž meter effective height drag
less than five pounds at 250 MPH .

b . Loop : Very low effective height drag 10
pounds or less at 250 MPH .

6 . Complexity and criticalness of equipment : The
equipment involves no critical or special ad
justments - -efficient matching of the antenna
to the transmitter is the only requirement .

7. Class of ground equipment , attended or un
attended : The station is unattended .

7. Operating procedure ; degree of auto - function
ing : Operating procedure is predominantly man
ual for fix de termination although the equip
ment itself , except for tuning , is entirely
automatic .

9.

8 . Ground crew requirement : No special ground
crew operating skills are involved .
Reliability , liability to failure due to
natural causes , and malfunctioning of equip
ment : Reliability is high except for those
factors which would deteriorate a communica
tion link on the same radio frequency .8 . Ease of maintenance : Maintenance procedures

are very well understood .

9. Fail - safe provisions : The equipment normally
will not give a stable indication which is
greatly in error .

10 . Applicability for implementation of trans
mitting facility on surface craft : Installa
tion on surface craft is feasible and at low
er powers is a standard practice .
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a . Original installations .11 . .Failure warning provisions : Receiver monitor
ing is the only requirement .

b . Operation and maintenance .
IV . Fiscal Considerations

A. Airborne
( Note : ( a) and (b) above are not directly ap
plicable since the facility is not very suit
able as a means for accurate radio fixing . )

2 . Estimate of existing investment .

a. United States .

1. Total cost of aircraft installation : Total cost
of aircraft installation $1, 000 to $2, 000 - - ex
cept when obtained on surplus market . (Estimate
of June 1950 . )

2 . Cost of maintenance : Maintenance costs are very
low .

3. Existing investment : 240 ,000 equipments have
been built .

B . Ground installation
1 . Cost per square mile of fix coverage .

b . Foreign

(Note : ( a) and ( b) above are not easily an
swered because of the variety of aids appli
cable and because of the extremely large in
vestment involved . )



Chapter 3. - CONSOL (SONNE-CONSOLAN )

I . General Information

A . History and Background Information - -During
World War II the German Government installed
" Sonne " stations to aid their aircraft and
submarines in navigation at long distances
off -shore . The British version of the system
is called " Consol " . The term "Consolan " is of
American origin .

coarse radiation patterns were required . The
coarse pattern was obtained by keying two ra
diators spaced one wave length apart, while the
fine pattern was produced by two radiators
spaced three wave lengths apart . The coarse
pattern , which had an average lobe width of 35
degrees , was discarded after it was established
that the ambiguity factor obtained with the
fine pattern could well be tolerated in a long
distance navigation aid . Thus AN/ FRN - 5 is now
considered to be a system using two antennas
spaced three wave lengths apart .

At the present time the following "Consol " sta
tions are providing navigation service in the
European area :

LEC 319 Kc Stavanger , Norway

E
C
P

303 K
c Lugo , Spain

H
T

3
1
1

K
c Seville , Spain

TRQ 257 K
c Ploneis , France

MWN 266 K
c

Bush Mills , Ireland

More recently , when making a comparison o
f sys

tems for possible world -wide application , the
Air Coordinating Committee has considered " Con
solan " to be an air -ground cooperating system
which would utilize A

N
/ FRN - 5 type o
f ground

equipment in the 9
0 - 110 K
c

band in conjunction
with special crystal controlled , high stability ,

narrow band airborne receiving equipments . This
later version would be capable of range , ac
curacy and reliability improvements to the full
state o

f

the art but would forfeit the advantage
o
f being generally useful to aircraft and ships

carrying conventional receiving equipments .

NOTE : Some stations employ a 30 second keying
cycle , others a one minute cycle . At
present n

o standard has been established .

B . System Description

In the United States a station ( AN /FRN - 5 ) was
tested ( 1949 - 1950 ) b

y

the U . S . Air Force at
Allaire , New Jersey . Tests were conducted o

n

193 Kc , on schedule for more than one year ,

after which the equipment was diverted to other
experimental work .

From the viewpoint of a user the Consol type of

system may be considered as a
n improved version

of the LF /MF radio range , in which the courses
sweep through the crafts position and the opera
tor determines his line of position through in
terpretation o
f the aural output from a conven
tional radio receiver . The receiver is passive

in the sense that it detects but cannot , through
malfunctioning , produce significant navigational
errors . Schematics of Consol equipment are shown

in figures 3 and 4 .

Some technical differences exist between the
various equipments used , however , their radi
ated pattern characteristics and method o

f

use

in operations are identical . The British ,

French and American equipments are o
f

more
recent construction and provide a better grade

o
f

service .

While the terms Sonne and Consol are synony
mous , designating the German and the British
equipments respectively , there has arisen cer
tain confusion concerning the origin and mean
ing o

f the term Consolan . This term was first
applied to the A

N
/ FRN - 5 equipment b
y

the Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics Special
Committee No . 50 , and was used to denote a

ground station in which the transmission lines
between antennas are operated a

t

one half the
carrier frequency assigned . AN /FRN - 5 used this
method to avoid the type of line of position
inaccuracies which can be produced by radia
tion irom antenna feeder lines .

Trials have been conducted o
n certain European

Consol stations in which a two antenna system

was employed . It was established that the two
antenna system , although inferior to the three
antenna system , was a possibility a

s
a practical

navigational aid . However , since the existing
Consol stations , which are now in 'outine opera
tion , utilize a three antenna system , this sys
tem will be described as follows :

A Consol station consists essentially o
f

three
antennas sited o

n
a straight line and a trans

mitter feeding , to each o
f

the antennas , currents
having appropriate phase and amplitude . In Fig .

1 , A , B , and C represent the three antennas .

The phase of the current in the center antenna ,

B , is taken a
s reference and currents in an

tennas A and C lead and lag respectively by 900 .

The magnitude o
f

the current in the center an
tenna is in , and the magnitude of the currents

At the initiation o
f

the A
N
/ FRN - 5 development

program it was thought that in order to resolve
the problem o
f ambiguities that both fine and

1
4
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in the outer antennas are the same and equal to
i2. The horizontal polar diagram of such an an
tenna system for an antenna spacing of three
wave lengths and a ratio 11/ i2 of four is given
by the full line curve of Fig . 1. The reason
for the choice of these values will appear
later . If the phases of the currents in anten
nas A and C are interchanged , the polar diagram

is given by the dotted curve of Fig . 1 and is
seen to be the mirror image of the full line
curve about the right bisector of the line
joining the three antennas . If a switching
process is introduced whereby the full line
pattern is produced for 1 /8 seconds and the
dotted line pattern for 3/ 8 seconds , an ob
server at P , provided with a receiver , will
hear a train of dashes each 3/ 8 seconds dura
tion , an observer at p ' will hear a train of
dots each of 1/ 8 seconds duration and an ob
server at p" a continuous tone . The observers
at P and P" will hear dots and dashes super
imposed on a steady background tone , the level
of which depends upon their positions , as may
be seen by inspection of the polar patterns .
For the antenna spacing of three wave lengths
there are six sectors in which dashes predomi -
nate and six in which dots predominate on each
side of a line joining the antennas .

and dash sectors will increase , with correspond
ing reduction of the angular separation of the
equi -signal courses . For a given accuracy of
count of dots or dashes , it therefore follows
that the accuracy of determination of a bearing

will also increase . Since , however , identifica
tion of the appropriate sector is necessary be
fore a bearing can be taken , a minimum sector
width of about 100 was decided upon . Average
aircraft A. D. F . accuracy under adverse con
ditions may be taken to be of the order of +
100 so that a navigator will know that his po
sition is in one of two adjacent sectors . Posi
tive identification of the sector will then
follow from the type of character first heard
after the identification signal . An antenna
spacing of 2 .88 wave length at the frequency

used corresponds to a minimum sector width of
10° . This spacing is therefore the maximum
which is used .

During the keying operation , the phase of the
currents fed to the outer antennas is altered
uniformly so that at any instant the phases of
the currents fed to antennas A and C are n / 2 -
and - n / 2 + $ respectively , where is the
phase shift at time t and is directly propor
tianal to t . The total phase shift during the
cycle is so that at the end of the cycle the
phases. of antennas A and C are interchanged . The

effect of the phase shift is to rotate the dot
and dash sectors uniformly so that at the end
of the cycle the dot sectors occupy the position
previously occupied by the dash sectors , and
vice versa .

Ratio of currents in Center and Outer Antennas - -
Two factors govern the ratio of the currents in
the center and outer antennas , ( a ) the level of
the continuous tone heard at the intersection
of the dot and dash lobes , (b ) the change of
level of the dots or dashes with respect to the
continuous background for a given angular de
parture from the equi - signal course . With re
gard to factor ( a ) , it is evident that the dot
and dash lobes must intersect fairly near their
maxima in order that the continuous tone shall
not be lost in background noise while clear
reception of the majority of the dots and dashes
is still possible . In order to achieve this
condition it is necessary to maintain a high
ratio of current in the center antenna to the
currents in the outer antennas . With regard to
factor ( b ) , it is important that as few dots
and dashes as possible shall be lost in the
equi - signal . Unfortunately , high discrimina
tions can be achieved only with a small ratio
of current in the center antenna to currents
in the outer antennas . A compromise ratio of
about four to one was chosen .An observer at P will first hear the identifica

tion signal followed by a two second break . He
will subsequently hear a number of dashes ,
followed , due to rotation of the polar pattern ,
by a continuous tone of brief duration and a
number of dots . The particular equi - signal

heard will previously be identified by an ADF
bearing taken on the station or by an approxi
mate knowledge of the position of the aircraft
obtained by Dead Reckoning . The bearing of the
equi - signal course at the start of the cycle
will be known , and , by counting the number of
dots or dashes until the continuous tone is
heard , an accurate bearing of the aircraft with
respect to the station can be determined . Con
sol charts (Figure 2) contain an overprinted
set of arcs giving appropriate dot and dash
line of position numbers from which the pilot
can directly determine the line of position
through the aircraft and the Consol station .
Two or more such lines of position from differ
ent Consol stations can be used to provide a
navigational fixing service .

Due to the approximate symmetry of the polar
pattern about the equi -signal courses , the loss
of a few characters , normally two or three ,
does not necessarily imply a corresponding
error . If , for example , an observer counts
twenty dots before and thirty - six dashes after
the equi -signal , it is reasonable to assume
that two dots and two dashes have been lost in
the equi -signal , the correct count therefore
being twenty - two dots and thirty -eight dashes ,
which add up to the correct total of sixty
characters during the cycle . The uncertainty
of count , corrected in this manner , is not
likely to exceed one character and this is as
sumed to be the probable accuracy of measure
ment in the absence of other sources of error .
Since the width of the narrowest sector for an
antenna spacing of 2 .88 wave length is 10° , the
corresponding theoretical accuracy of bearing
will be 1/60 . Due to the form of the polar dia
gram at bearings in the neighborhood of the
line of masts , accurate vectors can be obtained
over an arc of about 700 only on each side of a
line at right angles to the line of masts . The

Antenna Spacing - -As the antenna spacing is in
creased it is evident that the number of dot
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width of the sectors increases and the discrimi
nation decreases as the bearing with respect to
the line of masts decreases , with the result
that maximum bearing accuracy deteriorates to
about 1/ 30 at the extreme of the coverage arc .

Siting Errors - -Errors due to small errors of
position of the antennas will be negligible
provided an accurate survey is made and suit
able corrections are applied to the navigation
charts . For practical purposes a departure of
100 ft . from the ideal of the positions of the
outer masts is allowable with subsequent sur
vey to an accuracy of 5 feet .

Departure from the Ideal of the Current Phase
and Amplitude Relationship - - An analysis of the
factors influencing the polar pattern of the
system shows that , provided the correct phase
relationships are maintained , equality of the
amplitudes of the currents in the outer an
tennas does not directly affect the bearing
accuracy . Some deterioration of accuracy would ,
however , result from reduction of the discrimi -
nation . The ratio of the currents in the outer
and center antennas does not affect the ac
curacy except in so far as the discrimination
is directly proportional to this ratio .

Errors due to the presence of Sky wave - - The
polar pattern of the antenna system due to
radiation reflected from the ionosphere is
substantially the same at great range as that
due to the ground wave . As the range is re
duced , the patterns differ meterially . At night
therefore , it is to be expected that three
regions will exist : ( a ) a region at long range
in which the sky wave will predominate , ( b ) a
region in which ground and sky wave have con
parable magnitude , and ( c ) a region in which
the ground ray predaminates . In region ( a) the
bearings obtained will be somewhat different
from those compute . from the ground ray polar
pattern . The error will , however , decrease as
the range increases and can in any case be
computed in advance with fair accuracy . In
region ( b ) ground and sky waves may combine
in many ways and bearing errors may be large .
In region ( c ) the normal instrumental accuracy
of the system will be obtained .

C. Type of System

If both the phase and amplitudes are out of ad
justment , the bearing obtained is & function of
( a ) the ratio of the currents in the outer an
tennas (b ) the departure from +900 of the ini.
tial phase of the current in antenna A, and ( c )
the departure from - 900 of the initial phase of
the current in antenna C . It is also essential
that equality of lag and lead of phase shift in
troduced by the differential phase shifter be
maintained . It is not possible to show the ef
fects of these three variables in a concise form
suitable for this report , particularly as a
fourth variable , the mast spacing , is also in
volved . As an example , however , it may be stated
that a simultaneous departure of phase differ
ence of the currents in the outer antennas from
1800 by 100 , a departure from the initial + 900
phase relation of 200 and a ratio of currents
in the outer antennas of 1. 1 will give rise to
an error of about 1/ 50 &long a line at right
angles to the line of masts and an error of
about 1/ 20 at the extremes of the useful arc
of coverage . These errors have been computed
for a mast spacing of three wave lengths .

1. Time difference or total time system : Time
difference .

2. Base line length - - long , medium or short : Median
base line ; three wave lengths .

3 . Dependence on relative amplitudes :

( a ) In transmission : The phase and amplitudes
of transmissions from two radiators must
be maintained in order to maintain de
sired directivity pattern .

(b ) In reception : Not dependent . The receiver
performs the detection and amplification
function only and does not perform a phase
or amplitude measurement function .

4 . Type of modulation : Keyed C. W.

5 . Presentation :

Error 's due to Observation at Finite Range - -
Polar diagrams as normally calculated imply
reception at infinite range . Application of a
correction for reception at finite range shows
that the principal effect is a reduction of
discrimination . An area within which the reduc
tion of the discrimination is 30% or more is
bounded by a curve , the distance to any point
of which from the center antenna is proportion
al to the sine of the azimuth . The maximum ra
dius vector is at right angles to the line of
masts and is approximately equal to twelve
times the mast spacing . This assumes a mast
spacing of about three wave lengths . Taking in
to account the error of position of the equi
signal courses at finite ranges as well as the
loss of discrimination , it may be , stated , as
an approximate guide , that bearings are inac
curate within circles of radii 25 and 16 miles
for the low and high frequency ends of the
civil aviation frequency band .

( a ) Visual or Aural : As used the systein is
aural . Several visual dot / dash counter
devices have been tried experimentally ;
( 1) the Larkby Consol Indicator which inks
dots and dashes on a teleprinter tape and
provides a reading device for changing the
equi - signal value on the tape to equiva
lent dot / dash count and ( 2) the Veedor
Counter system which utilizes three veedor
counters , one for dots , one for dashes and
one for equi -signal divided by two . The
reading of the dot or dash counter , de
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pending upon the craft ' s position in the
sector , plus one half the equi - signal val
ue is used as the true count for the line
of position .

M. Compatibility with telecommunications : Airborne
equipment is utilized for communications - - ground
equipment is not .

N . Suitability for use to provide lateral separa
tion at common altitude in air traffic control :
Suitable , pre - selected courses can be flown .

( b ) Automatic or manual : Manual at present .
May be made automatic by introducing ad
ditional airborne equipment .

0 . Are homing features provided ? Yes .

( c) Continuous or intermittent : Continuous .

( a ) Time to procure fix data : Approximately
four minutes with present equipment .

( e) Time to establish position : 30 seconds
additional for plotting time .

P . Special chart requirements : Special charts are
required . These charts are relatively simple to
prepare and use .

Q. Security : Service of the facility cannot be
easily denied to the enemy . German stations were
used by the allies in World War II .

R . *Recognizability of meaconing : Can be readily
recognized unless the meaconing transmitter is
sited within a short distance of the Consol
towers , in which case meaconing probably could
not be recognized by the user .

6 . Ambiguities and how resolved : By Automatic
Direction Finder or Dead Reckoning .

7. Limitations on number of users : Unlimited .

s. Present status : See I General Information .8 . Frequency allocation : See I General Informa
tion . Limited operation in 100 - 110 Kc band is .
possible with current airborne equipment .

9. Bandwidth per line of position : Not more than
20 cps transmitted bandwidth required .

D. Frequency Factors :

1. Compatibility : Consol is compatible with Atlan
tic City frequency allocations .

II . Equipment Description : The only equipment re
quired is a standard communications low fre
quency receiver .

A . Airborne

1. Size : Standard receiver (Airborne ADF or Ra
dio Range Receiver ) .

2. Form factor : Standard receiver .2 . Spectrum Utilization : 140 Kcs ( For 70% of world
coverage )

E . Pilot utilization : Can be used by the pilot now
without additional equipment .

3. Weight : Standard receiver .

4 . Power requirements : Standard receiver .

F . Adaptability to automatic flight : Development
possible - -not too readily adaptable .

5 . Complexity and criticalness : Receiver tuning
is not critical . Some patience is required for
counting characters and a little skill in de
termining position of equi - signal .G. Relation to short range aids : Uses the LF /MF

four course radio range receiver or the auto
matic direction finder . The latter being part
of the (NDB) Non -Directional Beacon system . 6 . Antenna characteristics , electrical and aero

dynamic : No special antenna requirements .dv-
H. Is the system fail - safe ? Yes , when the ground
station is appropriately monitored . Failure of
the aural signal is immediately obvious to the
user .

7. Operating procedure ; degree of auto - function
- ing : Completely manual at present .

8 . Ease of maintenance : No additional maintenance
requirements .

I . Applicability to search and rescue : Present in
dications are that sufficient accuracy is ob
tainable for search and rescue in the areas of
maximum system accuracy .

9. Fail - safe provisions : Airborne equipment es
sentially fail - safe , since no error can be in
troduced by malfunctioning of the receiver .

J . Circuit types employed and circuit peculiari
ties : Keyed C. W. transmissions . Character count
at observation point determines line of position
Communication receiver only required , but spe
cialized equipment would increase reliability ,
range and utility of the system .

10 . Usability by all types of air and surface
craft : Usable by all types - - including small
long range aircraft , and surface craft .

11 . Adaptability to recording and type of record :
Esterline - Angus recordings can be taken . A
small visual indicator of the tape record type
is available for cockpit use .K . Uncertainty in line of position : One - third to

one degree at fixed monitors , and in a consid
erable percentage of the area of coverage .

L . Auxiliary services rendered , if any : May be used
as a direction finder beacon for homing .

* The term meaconing applies to the intentional
falsification of navigation information by an
enemy .



























































Chapter 9 . - DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT

System Characteristics .

I . .General Description .

be used with any reply frequency ( crossbanding )
giving 100 possible operating combinations . Each
ground station is fixed tuned to correspond to one
of these combinations . In the aircraft the pilot .
can select the operating frequency combination as
signed to the particular ground station from which
distance information is desired .

The expression DME is an abbreviation of Distance
Measuring Equipment and is used to define a navi
gational system intended to provide continuous in
formation in an aircraft of the slant distance of
that aircraft from a known point on the ground . Pulse multiplex coding enables the interrogator

and transponder to discriminate against unwanted
IFF or radar signals and prevents system overload
ing due to the transponder needlessly replying to
interrogations meant for other ground stations
tuned to the same interrogating frequency .

The system gives circular lines of position about
the station , although the intersection of two
lines of position from two stations can be used
to give a fix of two possible positions . The sys
tem is normally used as a fixing aid in conjunc
tion with a VOR which supplies the radial lines
of position from the point of transmission . Thus ,
the two systems provide a complete polar coordi
na te fixing service ,

Fundamentally , DME is made up of the following two
major components :

Coding is accomplished by causing the interroga
tion and reply pulses to be transmitted in pairs
in which the constituent pulses of the pair are
separated by a specific time interval . Ten pulse
multiplex code combinations of pulse pairs with
various spacings are used for interrogation , and
ten different pulse multiplex code combinations
of pulse pairs are used for replying . Circuits
within the transponder at the ground station are
pre - set to reject interrogations of incorrect
coding or , as mentioned before , of incorrect fre
quency . Similarly , the receiving section of the
airborne interrogator will respond only to reply
signals having both the proper code and fre
quency .

( 1) An airborne receiver - transmitter called an
interrogator which transmits a train of ra
dio frequency pulses and receives reply
pulses from a ground station .

A ground receiver - transmitter , or transponder ,
which utilizes pulses received from the inter
rogator to automatically cause transmissions
of a group of reply pulses . The combination of two different pulse multiplex

codes, one for interrogation and one for reply is
known as a mode .

A DME channel consists of an interrogation fre
quency , a reply frequency and a mode of opera

tion .

Since radio energy travels at a known and essen
tially constant speed , the slant distance between
aircraft and ground station can be determined from
the time interval between the transmission of an
interrogation pulse and receipt of a corresponding
reply pulse . This distance information (slant
range ) is instantaneously computed and displayed
as a direct distance reading on the instrument
panel .

Because of its frequency of operation , DME is sub
ject to the limitations of line - of - sight transmis
sion ; therefore , if the system is to be useful
throughout large geographic areas , it is necessary
to set up ground stations at a number of known
points .

Since this system operates in the UHF band , it is
static - free . Its useful range is equal to its
coverage which is limited by line -of -sight . Be
cause of this limitation of coverage , it has lim
ited interference range . Thus , the frequencies can
be repeated at frequent geographical intervals ,
Because of the method of utilizing modes of pulse
multiplex codes , the geographic separation re
quirements are dictated by the separation require
ments of the VHF facilities with which it is used .
When used alone , its separation requirement is
one -half of that amount . Thus , the system can be
used with a high frequency spectrum utilization
factor .
The presentation is on a simple instrument and is
continuous reading . The data is directly and easi
ly integrated with an automatic pilot and computer ,
if used to permit off - radial navigation .

As a result, an aircraft flying in a particular
area will be within range of several ground sta
tions , Since the pilot must be able to interro
gate a single ground station of known position ,
a system of channeling is employed . Two factors
determine a DME channel - - the operating frequen
cies of interrogation and reply .

A . Type of System .
The radio frequency band from 960 Mc to 987 , 5 Mc
is occupied by 10 interrogation frequencies ; the
band from 1187 . 25 Mc to 1215 Mc is occupied by 10
reply frequencies . Any interrogation frequency can

1 . Time difference or total time system : Total
time system .
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2 . Base line length : None . . Circuit types employed and circuit peculiari
ties : Multi- vibrators , cathode followers , in

3. Dependence on relative amplitude : Does not de tegrators , delay lines , and other special pulse
pend on relative amplitude . circuits are used . These circuits have been

developed recently and require new techniques
4 . Type of modulation : Pulse time multiplex . but are not particularly complex .

5. Presentation : ( a) Visual . ( b) Automatic . I . Uncertainty in position : See accuracy Under II .
( c) Continuous . ( a ) When used with a VOR as a
rho - theta system , fix data can be obtained in J . Auxiliary services : Possible with equipment
a few seconds , the VOR supplying the angle and modification .
DME the distance to a known point . ( e) Position
can be obtained by plotting fix data on any K . Compatibility with telecommunications : Yes ,
usual chart of the vicinity . Total time for a when used with VOR ,
fix approximately 24 seconds . Adaptable also
for pictorial presentation of position of air L . Adaptable to lateral separation in Air Traffic
craft (See III A (10 ) ) . Control when used with VOR and the course line

computer .
6 . Ambiguities and how resolved : No ambiguities in
the DME . M. Homing features : Can be provided by use of lobe

switching of aircraft antenna patterns and use
7. Limitations as to users : The traffic handling of auxiliary equipment in aircraft .
capacity of a single isolated transponder may
be as high as 190 aircraft . However , it is N . No special charts required .
recognized that in the airways system any in
dividual transponder will be within the range 0. Adaptable to security measures .
of aircraft working other transponders . Thus ,
each transponder will be subject to interroga P . Recognizability of meaconing : The system can
tions not coded for its reception . Present only be interfered with from within range of
recommended design specification allows the its own cover . It cannot be interfered with in
aircraft handling capacity of any individual a manner to produce false information . The only
transponder to be up to 50 aircraft working effect of interference is to decrease its capa
under an assumed traffic load of 1325 aircraft city to handle traffic , even to the point of
distributed over the 100 operating channels . shutdown .
Greater traffic handling capacity can be built
into the system by increasing the power output Q. Present status : Currently accepted as a standardcapabilities of the transponder to handle the internationally and being implemented extensive
increased duty cycle . The DME system is so de ly in the U. S. , less extensively elsewhere .
signed that when subjected to excessive traffic
loading the transponder automatically reduces II. Range and Accuracy
its sensitivity , thus preventing replies to the
aircraft on its outer fringe until the overload

A. Line -of -sight coverage : Accuracy of airbornedecreases to within the safe handling capacity equipment depends on type , size , degree of
of the transmitter . complexity and adjustments . Typical accuracy

specifications for two types are + 0 . 25 miles
8. Frequency range : or + 2% which ever is greater , and + 0. 50 miles

or I 3%which ever is greater . Light weight
( a) Interrogation : 963 .5 - - 986 Mc / s equipment has been developed with specifica

tion accuracy of + 1 mile or + 5% which ever
(b ) Reply : 1188 .5 - - 1211 . 0 Mc / s is greater . Equipment with specification ac

9. Receiver bandwidth : The minimum triggering level curacy greater than the first example is in a
is not deteriorated by more than 3 db at + 0. 4 late state of development .
Mc from center .

1. Not affected by day and night . .
B . Number of channels : 100. Adaptable to ITU al
location . 2 . Coverage over land and sea , line of sight .

C. Pilot utilization : Operated by pilot unassisted . | 3. Not affected by noise and static .

D. Adaptable to automatic flight : Used with VOR as
a rho - theta system , is adaptable to automatic
flight .

4 . Uses only direct or ground waves vertically
polarized . Does not utilize sky waves .

5 . Not susceptible to polarization errors .
E . Relation to short range aids : Is an accepted
short rarge aid for distance indication , and
with VOR forms a rho - the ta system ,

F . Is tho system fail safe ? Yes .
G . Applicability to search and rescue : Not partic
ularly adapted .

6 . Not susceptible to propagation disturbances .

7. Not susceptible to precipitation static .
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T (8) Fail safe provisions : Essentially fail
safe .

8 . Receiver sensitivity - - ground station : - 88 DBM
Receiver sensitivity - -airborne equipment :
- 79 DBM 'for type DIA
- 72 DBM for type DID
Adjacent channel rejection : at least 60 db

Usability by all types of aircraft : Pri
marily for use in larger craft . Develop
ment of a lighter weight , lower cost in
terrogator for use in smaller craft is
under way .

9. Effects of terrain : Intervening mountains will
cause shadow effects since propagation is es
sentially line -of -sight . Echoes from high
terrain or objects are possible . The effect of
echoes is negligible .

( 10) Adaptability to recording : Can be adapted
to recording . A pictorial display and
computer can be added to the VOR /DME ,
presenting to the pilot the position of
the aircraft .

B . Coverage of all airspace above ground can be
obtained in a manner similar to the VOR plan .
DME located at the VOR site ,

( 11)
III . Equipment Description .

Possibility of modifying existing equip
ment for use , or usefulness to existing
craft having standard equipment . Requires
a special aircraft interrogator .
The following manufacturers can produce
airborne equipment .

A. Airborne . The interrogator consists of circuits
for channel selection , transmitting , receiving ,
and distance measuring . The function of the
interrogator is to initiate and transmit pulses
which interrogate a particular ground station ,
receive the ground station ' s reply , and utilize
the reply to obtain and indicate the distance
from the aircraft to the selected ground sta
tion .

In the United States - -commercial airline
models :
Federal Telecommunications Laboratories ,
Inc . ,
Hazeltine Electronics Corporation , and
Stavid Engineering Corporation ,Special circuits of the interrogator , called

automatic ranging circuits or strobes , measure
the time elapsed between transmission and re
ception , and convert the elapsed time into a
display of distance . This distance is propor
tional to the round trip time less a fixed time
delay in the ground transponder . In addition ,
the interrogator circuitry rejects replies in
tended for other aircraft using the same trans
ponder .

In the United States - - private aircraft
models :
Hazeltine Electronics Corporation and

National Aeronautical Corporation .

Development contract for high performance
model held by Stavid Engineering Corpora
tion .

In England : Ferranti , Ltd .

B . Ground Equipment .

( 1) Size : 58 cu . ft . (dual eqpt .)

( 1) Size - - volume ;
2 cu . ft . , combined with VOR .
1 cu . ft . , for DME only .

( 2) Weight : 3, 000 lbs , shipping weight .
2, 100 lbs net .

Weight :
116 lbs . combined with VOR complete .
56 lbs . , DME only .
Two light weight models developed or in
development , 30 - - 35 lbs .

( 3) Power and efficiency : At least 4 kw. out
put from transmitter (at output terminals )
to 52 ohm load .

( 3) Power requirement : Approximately 3
0
0

watts
input .

( 4 ) Complexity and criticalness : DME is a

complex system . The degree o
f complexity

within the system depends on the accuracy
requirement .

Antenna size and electrical characteris
tics : 52 . Ohms input . Horizontal pattern ,

omnidirectional (within 2 d
b
)

Beam width (vert . ) : six degrees at half
power points .

Angle o
f elevation : zero to one degree

above horizon ,( 5 ) AntAntenna characteristics :

Interrogator antenna gain : receiver - - O db

Interrogator antenna gain : transmitter - -

0 d
b

( 5 ) Size and type of site : Sited at the VOR or

ILS , Line -of -sight criteria for coverage
applies a

s

in VOR .

( 6 ) Operating procedure : Automatic o
r manual

depending o
n

the type

( 6 ) Complexity and criticalness o
f equipment :

Above average .

( 7 )

( 7 ) Ease o
f

Maintenance : Designed to facili
tate maintenance . Requires a knowledge o
f

and experience in special circuitry of
modern development .

Ground crew requirements : Operates unat
tended . Special skills required . Knowl
edge and experience o

n special circuitry
are needed .
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( 8) Reliability : Good reliability .

( 9) Failure warning : Automatic monitoring ,
automatic transfer to standby transponder ,
automatic shutdown .

rate figures can be obtained from manufac
turer at time of purchase .

( 11) The following manufacturers are producers
of ground equipment :
In the United States :

Federal Telecommunications Laboratories ,
Inc .

( 10) Cost: Approximately $20 , 000 for electronics
equipment , per unit , based on quantities of
twenty , based on latest CAA ( 1954 Budget )
rieures . Subject to variation . More accu

Hazeltine Electronics Corporation .
In England : Ferranti , Ltd .
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